
make IT 
green 

find out how you can help make it greener at 
www.makeitfair.org

“I have been wondering 
why they send their 
electronic garbage 
here. Do the children 
in Europe also stop 
school to go and 
break computers and 
television sets for 
money?”
Paa Kwesi, 17, Ghana

What do you do when your mobile phone stops working? Or your 
computer breaks down? Every year, we throw away up to 50 

million tonnes of unwanted electronic waste – e-waste. 
That’s enough to fill one million trucks that would stretch half way 
around the entire globe if they were parked end to end.

it’s a shocking 

amount. But 
what is even 
more shocking 
is what happens 
to this e-waste 
that is full of 

hazardous 

and toxic 

chemicals.

Only 25% of the electronic 
gadgets we throw away each year 
are disposed of properly. Some  
e-waste ends up in Europe’s 
landfill sites or incinerators. But 
millions of tonnes are exported 

illegally and dumped in africa 

and asia, with a devastating 
impact on the environment and  
on people’s health.

In Ghana, children as young as eight are 
working for up to 12 hours a day breaking up old 
computers and salvaging what they can from 
these toxic e-waste dumps. Without any 
protective clothing, they are suffering serious 

health problems from the exposure to 

highly toxic chemicals. For this, they earn $1 
on a good day, and sometimes nothing at all.

This illegal dumping of e-waste is not only damaging children’s 

health, it is also squandering the earth’s resources. Yet if 
our old mobile phones and laptops are disposed of properly, 
many of the precious metals can be recycled and reused.  
higher recycling rates would mean that fewer new resour-

ces would be extracted from the earth. And there would be 
less long-term damage inflicted on our planet.



usedesign

Fewer resources are 
used, including more 
recycled metals

Broken computers,  
            wasteD lives

Every morning at 6am, 16-year-old Ibrahim Harun heads to the vast 
electronic waste dump in Accra, Ghana’s capital city. He spends 12 

hours a day in this toxic place, breaking up old computers with rocks. 
With his bare hands, he pulls out the aluminium and copper wires, 
then burns them over open fires to extract the copper. The rest of 

the components are dumped into the river or in nearby fields.

ibrahim

“We are exposed to all sorts of 
hazards, the smoke from the 

burning wires is dangerous. It made 
my brother sick,” says Ibrahim.

Products have a longer 
lifecycle and can be 
upgraded rather than 
thrown away

production

most toxic chemicals  
are phased out

mining

mining is more 
environmentally 
friendly 

Ibrahim’s 25-year-old brother 
had been working at the dump for 
almost 12 years when illness 

forced him to stop. “Now when 
he coughs, he spits out sputum 
with blood,” says Ibrahim. “the 

doctor said he has cancer.”

on the very best days, ibrahim 

earns around $1.  “Sometimes  
I make nothing for almost a week 
and I have to ask my friends for 
food,” he tells us. He has been 
working at the dump since he was 
eight years old.

“people in europe do not 

care about us so they ship 
their garbage here to us,” he 
says. “The people in Europe 
should send us books not 

useless computers that 
do not work but create 
health problems.”

Yet in spite of the very real dangers, boys 

like ibrahim risk their lives to earn a 

few dollars a week at the dump. Ibrahim is 
working to support his sister through school. 
but he dreams of something better. One 
day, he would like to save up enough money to 
buy some tools and become a welder – and 
make himself a better life. 

“i do not have protective clothing,” says Ibrahim. “I have scars all over my 
hands and legs and these are the results of cuts from the e-waste glass from 
the monitor and other sharp metals.”  “I am very careful and try as much as 
possible to avoid inhaling much smoke,” he says. “but i do have headaches 

and i get tired when i run and i cannot play football as i used to. I get 
tired very quickly and have to pant for breath.”



e-waste

You don’t expect to find gold buried on every street corner. But old mobile 
phones and computers contain a treasure trove of gold, platinum and other 
precious metals. The amount in each individual phone is tiny, but together the 
millions of mobile phones sold in 2007 alone contained 29 tonnes of gold. The 
great news is that more than 95% of the gold and other precious metals can be 
recycled by specialised companies. However, it is important that the gadgets 
are recycled in a professional way and not illegally shipped to other continents. 

But the big problem is that the recycling rate is low. A 2008 international study 
by Nokia revealed that only 3% of people recycle their mobile phones. Nearly 
half of our old phones are kept hidden away at home and never used again.

So, instead of plundering gold resources in Africa and Asia, it’s time we saved 
our precious resources by tapping into our very own source of urban gold 
contained in our mobiles. All you need to do is take your old mobile phone back 
to the shop where you bought it. Or take it to a recycling centre in your town.

Tapping into 
              urban gold

turn over 
to find out more š

Products are easier to recycle and 
companies develop good systems for 
collecting e-waste, making sure not to 
dump waste on developing countries

guide to greener electronics
If you want to find out how green your mobile phone 
manufacturer, computer company or game producer 
really is, then visit the greenpeace website:  
www.greenpeace.org/international/campaigns/ 
toxics/electronics/how-the-companies-line-up.

Environmental campaigners 
Greenpeace have ranked 
electronic companies according 
to how well they are dealing with 
environmental issues. In the last 
three rankings, Nintendo and 
Microsoft were rated at the 
lowest level. Greenpeace also 
rates the “greenest” laptops, 
desktop computers, televisions 
and mobile phones. But sadly 
even the greenest electronic 

products still have some way 

to go before they are truly 
environmentally friendly. 

So, why not write to the 
companies that make the 
electronic gadgets you use 
and ask them to go greener? 
if lots of people put 

pressure on the companies 

they will have to listen. 



make IT go green
There’s a new buzz word going around the electronics industry – and 
that’s “Green IT”. The problem is that some companies think it’s enough 
to call themselves “Green” if they simply offer energy saving products or 
services. But makeITfair doesn’t think that this is green enough! 

There are plenty of green innovations by 
electronics companies – some are 
looking into the reduction of toxic 
chemicals, others into energy efficiency, 
longer lifecycles or recycling. But the key 
to making a comprehensively greener 
product is to combine innovation in each 
of these individual areas as well as taking 
action into the mining of metals and the 
production phase. 

And this is where you come in. 
If young consumers demand 
really green products, it will 
convince the electronics giants 
that there is a demand out 
there for environmentally 
friendly products that aren’t 
ruining our planet – and 
damaging people’s health for 
generations to come.

makeiTfair believes that we need to take urgent 
action to persuade Nintendo and Microsoft to go 
green. Not only are these two multinationals at 
the bottom of the Greenpeace ranking, but they 
also have a long way to go before the mining and 
production of their best-selling gadgets is 
anywhere close to green. If all this makes you 
see red, log onto our website and send an e-mail 

to bosses at nintendo and microsoft now. 
Together we can make IT fair and green for 
people everywhere!
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contact details:
SOMO 

Co-ordinator makeITfair

Sarphatistraat 30
1018 GL Amsterdam

Tel: +31 (0)20 639 12 91
info@makeitfair.org
www.makeitfair.org

This document has been produced with the 
financial assistance of the european 

commission. The contents of this document are 
the sole responsibility of sOmO and can under no 

circumstances be regarded as reflecting the 
position of the european commission.
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Look out for more makeITfair leaflets on different 
aspects of the electronics industry - and join the 
makeITfair campaign at 

www.makeITfair.org

what you can do next to  
our e-mail action:

É�take your e-waste to the local council  
or return it to the store!

É��use your gadgets for longer or upgrade 
them – especially your computer or laptop!

É�do not: throw it in the normal bin


